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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Flood Investigation Report (FIR) has been completed by David Smith Associates on behalf of
Northamptonshire County Council under its duties as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) in
accordance with Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (F&WMA).
Statutory Context
Section 19 of the F&WMA states that on becoming aware of a flood which meets certain pre‐
determined criteria, the LLFA must undertake a formal flood investigation in order to determine the
relevant flood risk management authorities involved and which flood risk management functions
have been, or should be taken to mitigate future flood risk. Where an authority carries out an
investigation it must publish the results.
Within the Draft Northamptonshire Local Flood Risk Management Strategy the thresholds for
undertaking a FIR are:

Northamptonshire LLFA thresholds for formal investigation:
A formal flood investigation will be carried out if one or more of the following occurs:
•
•
•

Flooding has affected critical infrastructure for a period in excess of 3 hours from
the onset of flooding;
Internal flooding of one property has been experienced on more than one occasion
in the last 5 years;
Internal flooding of five properties in close proximity has been experienced during
one single flood incident.

Definition of close proximity: Where it is reasonable to assume that the affected properties
were flooded from the same source or interaction of sources.
Definition of internal flooding: Where water crosses the threshold of a commercial or
residential building.

Flooding Incident
It was deemed necessary to complete a formal investigation into the flood incidents Woodford Halse
on 21st November 2012. Internal flooding of eight properties in close proximity and at least two
other properties in the village flooded internally. This meets the draft threshold for investigation as
set out above.

1

Cause of Flooding
The flooding that occurred in Woodford Halse is a reflection of the intense rainfall that fell onto a
saturated catchment over a short period of time. The inability of the ground to absorb more water
and the ineffectiveness of historic drainage systems meant excess surface water flowed over ground
following natural contours to low points in the village.
Main Findings
Our main conclusion is that risk management authorities, and other groups, must continue to work
together, sharing information and reports. Property owners should be made aware of the flood
resistance and resilience measures available, and this information is provided by both the
Environment Agency and the National Flood Forum Blue Pages.
•

Prepare your property for flooding ‐
https://publications.environment‐agency.gov.uk/ms/BLYBw8

•

Flood Forum Blue Pages – http://www.floodforum.org.uk/
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Lead Local Flood Authority Investigation

1.1.1

Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act (F&WMA) states:
(1)

On becoming aware of a flood in its area, a lead local flood authority must, to the
extent that it considers it necessary or appropriate, investigate—
(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management
functions, and
(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is
proposing to exercise, those functions in response to the flood.

(2)

Where an authority carries out an investigation under subsection (1) it must—

1.1.2

(a)

publish the results of its investigation, and

(b)

notify any relevant risk management authorities.

Within the Draft Northamptonshire Local Flood Risk Management Strategy the thresholds
for undertaking a Formal Investigation Report in the County have been determined as:

Northamptonshire LLFA thresholds for formal investigation:
A formal flood investigation will be carried out if one or more of the following occurs:
•
•
•

Flooding has affected critical infrastructure for a period in excess of 3 hours from
the onset of flooding;
Internal flooding of one property has been experienced on more than one occasion
in the last 5 years;
Internal flooding of five properties in close proximity has been experienced during
one single flood incident.

Definition of close proximity: Where it is reasonable to assume that the affected properties
were flooded from the same source or interaction of sources.
Definition of internal flooding: Where water crosses the threshold of a commercial or
residential building.
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1.2

Flooding Incident

1.2.1

It was deemed necessary to complete a formal investigation into the flood incidents in
Woodford Halse on 21st November 2012. There are four separate locations where flood
incidents occurred which are discussed separately within this report.
Eight properties flooded internally in close proximity to each other in one location. At
another location at least one property flooded internally, at a third location at least one
property flooded internally and at a fourth location properties are at high risk of flooding on
a regular basis. This meets the draft threshold for investigation as set out above.

1.2.2

Well above average rainfall was experienced in central England in April, July and November
2012, giving rise to saturated ground and conditions for flooding events to occur.

1.2.3

David Smith Associates undertook a Flood Incident Investigation on 28th May 2013. A
representative of the Parish Council, Northamptonshire Highways Area Manager and
affected residents were spoken to regarding the events of the 21st November 2012.

1.3

Site Location

1.3.1

Woodford Halse is situated in the west of Northamptonshire approximately 14 miles
southwest of Northampton town centre.

1.3.2

The River Cherwell flows from north east to south west through the village. At least two
watercourses flow through residential areas to eventually discharge into the River Cherwell.
See Appendix B for an overall Catchment Plan of the area.

1.3.3

The high ground surrounding the village is agricultural land of various uses.

1.4

Drainage Systems

1.4.1

On the west side of the village a watercourse flows from north to south through an area of
residential housing. This is predominantly an open watercourse although there are
numerous culverts beneath roads and residential areas. At the junction of Pool Street and
Ash Way the watercourse enters a piped system with debris grille owned by Thames Water.
This flows underground eastwards to a section of riparian owned watercourse and an
eventual outfall at the River Cherwell.

1.4.2

At the east of the village there is an ordinary watercourse which flows from east to west
then north to meet up with the River Cherwell adjacent to the junction of Scrivens Hill and
Byfield Road. A system of roadside ditches drains the highway and agricultural land on
South Street and the Eydon Road. This carries surface water from south to north to
eventually meet with the ordinary watercourse previously mentioned on the east side of the
village.
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2.

DRAINAGE HISTORY

2.1

Previous Flood Incidents

2.1.1

The following table lists flooding incidents that have been recorded:

2.1.2

Flooding is reported by residents to have occurred regularly for the last 50 years at least.
The following dates are more recent flood events that have been recorded.
Year

Impact

2008

Flooding to residential properties at Upton
Close while under construction.

21/11/2012

Flooding to residential property at Cobbley
Close
Flooding to residential property at Cobbley
Close
Flooding at residential property at Scrivens
Hill
Flooding prevented at Pool Street due to
provision of sandbags by Highway Authority

21/11/2012

Internal flooding to eight residential
properties on Upton Close

27/01/2013

Carriageway flooding at Scrivens Hill did not
affect property.

27/01/2013

Flooding to carriageway at Pool Street did
not affect property.

13/02/2013

Internal flooding to two residential
properties on Upton Close

June 2009
21/06/2012
21/11/2012
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2.2

Rainfall Analysis

2.2.1

Well above average rainfall was experienced in central England in April, July, November and
December 2012, giving rise to saturated ground and conditions for flooding events to occur.

2.2.2

On Wednesday 21st November 2012 significant rainfall fell on the Woodford Halse
catchment. Almost 32mm of rainfall is understood to have fallen on this date. (source:
Environment Agency).

3.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND FINDINGS

3.1

Impacts

3.1.1

Various incidents of flooding affected people and property on the 21st November 2012 as a
result of the significant rainfall. The following outlines the events and impacts, as obtained
from those present during the Flood Incident Investigation.

3.2

Surface Water Overland Flow

3.2.1

UPTON CLOSE ‐ At Upton Close a large volume and high velocity of surface water flowed
south across agricultural fields to the riparian owned watercourse system on the west
boundary of the Upon Close properties.

3.2.2

It is understood that the flow of water was restricted at the culvert that goes beneath
Byfield Road by a blockage of debris. This caused the water to backup and fill the riparian
owned watercourse and field and eventually overtop onto Upton Close, flowing to the front
and rear gardens of the properties.

3.2.3

POOL STREET ‐ The flooding of the carriageway at Pool Street is reported to have occured
when the open watercourse which flows around the south west side of the village
overtopped at the end of Larch Close. This water overtopped and flowed south to Pool Farm
Court area and continued to flow down to Pool Street.

3.2.4

Another source of water flow in this location is the entrance to the culverted watercourse at
the junction of Ash Way and Pool Street. It is reported that the grill covering the pipe at this
location become clogged with debris leading to the water overtopping and flowing down to
Pool Street.

3.2.5

Surface water flowing down Farndon Road from south to north also contributed to the
water ponding in Pool Street.

3.2.6

SOUTH STREET ‐ The riparian owned ditches on South Street and Eydon Road are culverted
at the low point adjacent to No.35 South Street. It is reported that the ditch system
overtops at this point and water flows overland to the boundaries of properties on Cobbley
Close.
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3.2.7

SCRIVENS HILL ‐ Immediately south of the junction of Scrivens Hill and Byfield Road, the
watercourse which flows south to north alongside Woodford Halse CofE Primary School
enters a culvert carrying the water underground below Scrivens Hill. The culvert carries
water around No.1 Byfield Road and between Nos. 1 and 3 Byfield Road to discharge to the
River Cherwell. Where this watercourse enters the culvert it is reported that the grille
became blocked with debris so that the water overtopped flowing over the School car park
into Scrivens Hill and overtopping kerbs to a residential property.

3.2.8

The Incident Plans in Appendix C indicate reported routes of surface water during the event.

3.3

Effect on Watercourses and Hydrological Structures

3.3.1

At Upton Close the entrance to the culvert beneath Byfield Road is reported to have become
blocked. It is possible that as well as the entrance to the culvert being blocked, there may
have been blockages where it continues underground for approximately 50 metres south of
Byfield Road.

3.3.2

At the west of Woodford Halse the riparian owned watercourse becomes very shallow
adjacent to the end of Larch Close and continuing south. An existing pond at this location
did not have visible inlets or outlets but this pond may be part of a designed surface water
storage system.

3.3.3

It was reported that Thames Water Utilities grille at the entrance to their culvert system
from the Ash Way/Pool Street junction to the River Cherwell at the south of the village
becomes blocked regularly with debris. Where this culvert becomes an open watercourse at
allotment gardens, the watercourse was not free flowing and had numerous items of debris
and vegetation within it. A tributary of this watercourse was seen from Hinton Road flowing
south. It is not known where this watercourse connects to the main culvert. The condition
of this riparian owned watercourse from Hinton Road south was seen to be poor with
substantial debris.

3.3.4

The riparian owned ditches along South Street to the southeast of Woodford Halse were in a
reasonable condition. The headwall where the ditch becomes a piped system was a very
shallow part of the ditch leading to inevitable overtopping. The diameter of the pipe where
this becomes an underground system was approximately 150mm diameter, which may be
insufficient for the flows of surface water during extreme events.

3.3.5

At Scrivens Hill, the route of the culvert system is not known. However, this may be forced
to make several changes in direction to reach the eventual outlet point. It is understood
that part of this underground system was, until recently, an open ditch adjacent to Byfield
Road. This has since been filled in.

3.3.6

Where the Main River Cherwell flows beneath Byfield Road approximately 100 metres north
of Scrivens Hill, blockage of the culverts beneath Byfield Road with debris was reported. This
caused surface water flow and ponding on Byfield Road to a depth of approximately 200mm.
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3.4

Areas of Flooding

3.4.1

At Upton Close, one side of this housing estate was flooded to a depth of approximately
225mm. The front and rear gardens and the ground floor of eight residential properties
were flooded.

3.4.2

At Pool Street, the carriageway and footways were flooded to a depth of approximately
200mm. Three residential properties on Pool Street were at high risk of flooding and were
affected by the displacement of water from vehicles passing through the flooded area. Voids
beneath suspended ground floors were reported to have been affected by flood water.

3.4.3

At South Street, an area of the public highway at the low point of the road became flooded.
The rear gardens of two residential properties on Cobbley Close became flooded to a depth
of around 175mm. This entered the garage of one property.

3.4.4

The road junction of Scrivens Hill and Byfield Road is a localised low‐point and becomes an
area of ponding in heavy rainfall. This ponding becomes deeper until it flows back into a
residential property.
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4.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1

Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA)

4.1.1

As stated within the introduction section, NCC as the LLFA has a responsibility to investigate
flood incidents under Section 19 of the F&WMA.

4.1.2

The LLFA also has a responsibility to maintain a register of assets which have a significant
effect on flooding from surface runoff, groundwater or ordinary watercourses (non‐Main
River) as detailed within Section 21 of the F&WMA.
The register must contain a record about each structure or feature, including the ownership
and state of repair. NCC is also required to keep a record of flooding hotspots across the
county.

4.1.3

NCC’s practices relating to third party assets is to notify third party owners of their asset
forming part of a flood risk system, and assist by advising third party owners on their
condition and their responsibility to maintain the assets.

4.1.4

As Lead Local Flood Authority, NCC will therefore be looking for support from other
authorities to ensure flood incidents are reported, and any assets which have a significant
effect on flood risk are recorded on the asset register.

4.1.5

While NCC can suggest possible causes of flooding in Woodford Halse and make
recommendations to ensure flood risk is mitigated as far as possible, the F&WMA does not
provide NCC with the mandate or funding to tackle all identified causes of flooding.

4.2

Daventry District Council (DDC)

4.2.1

DDC have powers under Section 14 of the LDA to undertake flood risk management works
on ordinary watercourses (non‐Main River) where deemed necessary.

4.2.2

Under Section 20 of the LDA, DDC have the powers to (by agreement of any person and at
their expense) undertake drainage work which that person is entitled to carry out and
maintain.

4.2.3

DDC also have powers to serve notice on persons requiring them to carry out necessary
works to maintain the flow of ordinary watercourses under Section 25 of the act.

4.2.4

The above powers are subject to consent from the Environment Agency (Main Rivers) or
NCC (Ordinary Watercourses).
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4.3

Environment Agency (EA)

4.3.1

The EA has a strategic overview responsibility under the F&WMA as well as permissive
powers to carry out maintenance work on Main Rivers under Section 165 of the Water
Resources Act (WRA).

4.3.2

Main River means all watercourses shown as such on the statutory Main River maps held by
the Environment Agency and the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, and
can include any structure or appliance for controlling or regulating the flow of water into, in
or out of the channel. The Environment Agency has permissive powers to carry out works of
maintenance and improvement on these rivers.

4.3.3

The EA will encourage third party asset owners affecting Main Rivers to maintain their
property in appropriate condition and take enforcement action where it is appropriate. They
may consider undertaking maintenance or repair of third party assets only where it can be
justified in order to safeguard the public interest and where other options are not
appropriate.

4.4

Highway Authority (HA)

4.4.1

NCC Highways have a duty to maintain the highway under Section 41 of the Highway Act
1980 but subject to the special defence in Section 58.

4.5

Water Authority (Thames Water Utilities) (TWU)

4.5.1

Water and sewerage companies are responsible for managing the risks of flooding from
surface water, foul water or combined sewer systems. Public sewers are designed to protect
properties from the risk of flooding in normal wet weather conditions. However, in extreme
weather conditions there is a risk that sewer systems can become overwhelmed and result
in sewer flooding.

4.5.2

Since October 2011, under the ‘Private Sewer Transfer’, TWU will adopt piped systems on
private land that serve more than one curtilage and were connected to a public sewer on 1st
July 2011. Sewerage Undertakers have a duty under Section 94 of the Water Industry Act
1991, to provide sewers for the drainage of buildings and associated paved areas within
property boundaries.

4.5.3

Sewerage Undertakers are responsible for public sewers and lateral drains. A public sewer is
a conduit, normally a pipe that is vested in a Water and Sewerage Company, or predecessor,
that drains two or more properties and conveys foul, surface water or combined sewage
from one point to another point and discharges via a positive outfall.

4.5.4

There is no automatic right of connection for other sources of drainage to the public sewer
network. Connection is therefore discretionary following an application to connect.
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4.6

Riparian Landowners

4.6.1

As detailed within the EA document ‘Living on the Edge’, riparian landowners have certain
rights and responsibilities, including the following:
•

they must maintain the bed and banks of the watercourse, and also the trees and
shrubs growing on the banks;

•

they must clear any debris, even if it did not originate from their land. This debris
may be natural or man‐made;

•

they must keep any structures that they own clear of debris. These structures
include culverts, trash screens, weirs and mill gates;

4.6.2

If they do not carry out their responsibilities, they could face legal action. Riparian
landowners must understand and act upon these responsibilities. NCC has proposed to write
to certain landowners in the area highlighting the importance of this.

4.6.3

Riparian landowners must be aware that any works in, over, under or within 9 metres of a
Main River, require formal consent from the EA under the WRA and associated Byelaws.
Riparian landowners also require formal consent from NCC for any works over, under or
within 9 metres of an ordinary watercourse (non‐Main River).

4.7

Residents

4.7.1

Woodford Halse residents who are aware that they are at risk of flooding should take action
to ensure that they and their properties are protected.

4.7.2

Community resilience is important in providing information and support to each other if
flooding is anticipated. Actions taken can include signing up to Flood Warning Direct (if
available), nominating a community flood warden, producing a community flood plan,
implementing property level protection and moving valuable items to higher ground, to
more permanent measures such as installing floodgates, raising electrical sockets and fitting
non‐return valves on pipes. NCC and the EA can provide advice on these matters and more
information can be found at:
•

Prepare your property for flooding ‐
https://publications.environment‐agency.gov.uk/ms/BLYBw8

•

Flood Forum Blue Pages – http://www.floodforum.org.uk/
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4.7.3

NCC and the EA hold standing advice in relation to sources of flooding as experienced during
the Flood Incident. These are available at the following locations:
•

NCC Advice on How to Resolve Nuisance Flooding from Runoff
http://www.northamptonshire.gov.uk/en/councilservices/Environ/flood/Documents
/PDF%20Documents/Advice%20on%20How%20to%20Resolve%20Nuisance%20Floo
ding.pdf

•

NCC Ditch Clearance Guidelines
http://www.northamptonshire.gov.uk/en/councilservices/Environ/flood/Documents
/PDF%20Documents/Ditch%20Clearance%20Guidelines.pdf

•

NCC Guidance for Riparian Owners in Northamptonshire – Roles and Responsibilities
http://www.northamptonshire.gov.uk/en/councilservices/Environ/flood/Documents
/PDF%20Documents/Guidance%20for%20Riparian%20Owners%20in%20Northampt
onshire.pdf

•

Environment Agency, practical advice to help you reduce the impact of flooding
from groundwater
https://publications.environment‐agency.gov.uk/ms/kpXMQ

4.7.4

Anyone affected by flooding should try to document as much information about the incident
as possible. NCC should be contacted and will make a record of the details provided.

5.

CONCLUSION

5.1.1

The flooding that occurred in Woodford Halse is a reflection of the intense rainfall that fell
onto a saturated catchment over a short period of time. Existing drainage systems and
watercourses were unable to cope with the deluge of water, causing the water to flow to
other areas and drainage systems that are not able to manage the additional quantity of
water experienced.

5.1.2

Existing drainage systems and watercourses were seen to be in a poor state of maintenance,
with silt and debris affecting inlets to structures, which prevent the satisfactory flow of
water.

5.1.3

The drainage systems and watercourses were unable to convey the excessive flows of water
from higher ground which led to water overtopping these systems and flowing or backing up
to the low points in the village.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1.1

Listed below are the recommended course of actions emanating from this formal Flood
Investigation Report.

6.1.2

It is important to note that it is for the relevant responsible body or persons to assess each
recommendation in terms of the legal obligation, resource implications, priority and
cost/benefit analysis of undertaking such action.

6.1.3

The recommendations may be included within the Action Plan linked to the Local Flood Risk
Management Strategy or in the relevant risk management authority’s future work
programmes, as appropriate.
1)

2)

An overall asset plan of Woodford Halse be developed, with the cooperation of all
drainage system owners, which can be used to plan and calculate a village wide
strategy of reinstatement of historic drainage that prevents overspill of land
drainage from watercourses to the public Highway and private property, and to
inform future work programmes. This could be included as part of the community
flood plan and should include intrusive investigations, dye surveys and CCTV surveys
on the existing drainage systems to ascertain its exact historic function. To include,
but not be limited to:
•

locating and excavating existing headwalls and piped sections of ditches and
watercourses,

•

Fully investigating the route and condition of all open or culverted watercourses
in the village, including all the connections into the culvert from other sources.

The LLFA to:
•

Inform owners of the drainage systems within the village catchment of their
legal responsibilities, and provide details of a recommended maintenance
regime. This to include a recommendation that owners of all ditch and
watercourse systems in and around the village should assist in the village wide
strategy of reinstatement of historic drainage, which may require owners to re‐
excavate ditches to a calculated cross sectional area, repair all piped/culvert
sections or replace these with new pipework of calculated diameter and dredge
and trim watercourses.
The calculations are required to ensure the hydraulic capacity of the drainage.
Replacement structures and clearing of vegetation should be carried out as
required to facilitate these works. All such works would require the appropriate
Consent for Works on an Ordinary Watercourse in accordance with Section 23
of the Land Drainage Act 1991.
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•

Establish communication lines between the Highway Authority, Daventry
District Council and Riparian Owners to ascertain and fully document the
ownership and maintenance responsibilities for the piped culverts in the village.
Once this is established the recommendation to consider replacement with new
conduits of calculated size detailed above should apply, to allow the free flow of
water in extreme events through the village without overtopping to the public
highway or areas of flood risk to properties. Funding for this may be required
from a number of partners and those properties that benefit from any works.

3)

LLFA and NCC Emergency Planning to provide advice to residents on options for
property level protection. Work with the Environment Agency to instate, train and
liaise with a Flood Warden to support the production of a village community flood
plan.

4)

NCC Highways to:

5)

6)

7)

•

Undertake regular highway drainage cleansing throughout the village, and
develop a detailed plan of their assets to share with the LLFA;

•

Assess the capacity of their assets and identify any areas with insufficient
capacity for draining runoff from the highway. Where this leads to flood risk to
properties improvement works should be considered.

Thames Water Utilities to:
•

Assess the sources of water entering the public sewerage system,

•

Assess the capacity of their assets and identify any areas of insufficient capacity
for carrying watercourses. Where this leads to flood risk to properties
improvement work should be considered.

Daventry District Council to:
•

Continue to consult with the Environment Agency as required in respect of
planning applications for new developments to reduce flood risk.

•

Undertake to utilise enforcement powers under Section 25 of the Land
Drainage Act 1991 where it is considered that riparian owners are failing to
maintain the watercourses in their ownership.

The documents available from NCC and the EA detailed in 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 are
recommended to all residents affected by surface water runoff from neighbouring
land, or the emergence of groundwater.
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7

DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared as part of Northamptonshire County Council’s responsibilities under
the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. It is intended to provide context and information to
support the delivery of the local flood risk management strategy and should not be used for any
other purpose.
The findings of the report are based on a subjective assessment of the information available by
those undertaking the investigation and therefore may not include all relevant information. As such
it should not be considered as a definitive assessment of all factors that may have triggered or
contributed to the flood event.
Any recommended actions outlined in this FIR will be for the relevant responsible body or persons to
assess in terms of resource implications, priority and cost/benefit analysis of the proposal. Moving
forward, these may be included in the Action Plan linked to the Local Flood Risk Management
Strategy or in the relevant risk management authority’s future work programmes as appropriate.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this Report are based on assumptions made
by David Smith Associates and Northamptonshire County Council when preparing this report,
including, but not limited to those key assumptions noted in the Report, including reliance on
information provided by others.
David Smith Associates and Northamptonshire County Council expressly disclaim responsibility for
any error in, or omission from, this report arising from or in connection with any of the assumptions
being incorrect.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the time of preparation and David Smith Associates and
Northamptonshire County Council expressly disclaim responsibility for any error in, or omission
from, this report arising from or in connection with those opinions, conclusions and any
recommendations.
The implications for producing Flood Investigation Reports and any consequences of blight have
been considered. The process of gaining insurance for a property and/or purchasing/selling a
property and any flooding issues identified are considered a separate and legally binding process
placed upon property owners and this is independent of and does not relate to the County Council
highlighting flooding to properties at a street level.
David Smith Associates and Northamptonshire County Council do not accept any liability for the use
of this report or its contents by any third party.
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ACRONYMS
EA
NCC
DDC
FIR
F&WMA
LDA
LLFA
WRA
LIDAR

Environment Agency
Northamptonshire County Council
Daventry District Council
Flood Investigation Report
Flood and Water Management Act 2010
Land Drainage Act 1991
Lead Local Flood Authority
Water Resources Act 1991
Light Detection and Ranging

USEFUL CONTACTS
Environment Agency
General Enquiries 08708 506 506 (Mon‐Fri, 8am ‐ 6pm)
Incident Hotline 0800 80 70 60 (24hrs)
Northamptonshire County Council
Street Doctor (Highways) 0300 126 1000 (24hrs)
Lead Local Flood Authority ‐ (Northamptonshire County Council)
Flood and Water Management Team: 01604 366014 (Mon‐Fri, 9am ‐ 5pm)
Email: floodandwater@northamptonshire.gov.uk

USEFUL LINKS
Highways Act 1980:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/66/contents
Water Resources Act 1991:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/57/contents
Land Drainage Act 1991:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/59/contents
EA ‐ ‘Living on the Edge’ a guide to the rights and responsibilities of riverside occupation:
http://www.environment‐agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/31626.aspx
EA ‐ Prepare your Property for Flooding:
How to reduce flood damage Flood protection products and services
http://www.environment‐agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/31644.aspx
Northamptonshire County Council Flood and Water Management Web Pages:
http://www.northamptonshire.gov.uk/en/councilservices/Environ/flood/Pages/default.aspx
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APPENDIX A
Site Location Plan

APPENDIX B
Catchment Plan

APPENDIX C
Incident Plans

APPENDIX D
EA Fluvial Flood Map

APPENDIX E
EA Flood Map for Surface Water

APPENDIX F
Environment Agency Standard Notice

2011

Standard Notice [not for use with Special Data, Personal Data or unlicensed 3

rd

party rights]

Information warning
We (The Environment Agency) do not promise that the Information supplied to You will always be accurate,
free from viruses and other malicious or damaging code (if electronic), complete or up to date or that the
Information will provide any particular facilities or functions or be suitable for any particular purpose. You
must ensure that the Information meets your needs and are entirely responsible for the consequences of
using the Information. Please also note any specific information warning or guidance supplied to you.
Permitted use
The Information is protected by intellectual property rights and whilst you have
e certain statutory rights
which include the right to read the Information, you are granted no additional use rights whatsoever
unless you agree to the licence set out below.

•

Commercial use is subject to payment of a £50 licence
ence fee (+VAT) for each person seeking the benefit of
the licence, except for use as an Environment Agency
gency contractor or for approved media use.

•

To activate this licence you do not need to contact us (unless you need to pay us a Commercial licence
fee) but if you make any use in excess of your statutory rights you are deemed to accept the terms
below.

C
O
PY

•

Licence
We grant you a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, non-exclusive licence to use the Information subject to the
conditions below.
You are free to:

C

copy, publish, distribute and transmit the Information

LI

adapt the Information

exploit the Information commercially, for example, by combining it with other Information, or by
including it in your own product or application

B

You must (where you do any of the above):

N

PU

acknowledge the source of the Information by including the following attribution statement:
“Contains Environment Agency information © Environment Agency and database right
right”
ensure that you do not use the Information in a way that suggests any official status or that We
endorse you or your use of the Information
ensure that you do not mislead others or misreprese
misrepresent the Information or its source or use the
Information in a way that is detrimental to tthe environment, including the risk of reduced future
enhancement
ensure that your use of the Information does not breach the Data Protection Act 1998 or the Privacy
and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003

O

These are important conditions and if you fail to comply with them the rights granted to you under this
licence, or any similar licence granted
by us will end automatically.
gr

N

No warranty
The Information is licensed ‘as is’ and We exclude a
all representations, warranties, obligations and liabilities
in relation to the Information to the maximum extent permitted by law. We are not liable for any errors or
omissions in the Information and shall not be liable for any loss, injury or damage of any kind caused by its
use. We do not guarantee the continued supply of the Information.

Governing Law
This licence is governed by the laws of England and Wales.
Definitions
“Information” means the information that is protected by copyright or by database right (for example, literary
and artistic works, content, data and source code) offered for use under the terms of this licence.
“Commercial” means:
 offering a product or service containing the Information, or any adaptation of it, for a charge, or
 Internal Use for any purpose, or offering a product or service based on the Information for indirect
commercial advantage, by an organisation that is primarily engaged in trade, commerce or a profession.

Contact: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk

08708 506506

APPENDIX G
Photographs from Flood Incident Investigation 28th May 2013
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Area of reported flooding on Pool Street

Entrance to culvert at Pool Street/Ash Way junction.
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Pond on watercourse at southwest of Woodford Halse.

Surface Water flows from Farndon Road and Pool Farm Court
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Debris at Main River Cherwell culverts beneath Byfield Road.

Debris at culvert of watercourse beneath Scrivens Hill.
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View from car park to Scrivens Hill.

Junction of Byfield Road and Scrivens Hill.
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Culvert beneath Byfield Road southwest of Upton Close.

Watercourse and farm land north and west of Upton Close.
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Culverted ditch at low point of South Street.

Flow path of flood water from South Street to Cobley Drive.

